FOR A WELL-DRESSED GOLF COURSE

Ransomes have been supplying grass machinery to golf courses ever since they built the world's first lawn mower in 1832. Some of the finest courses in the world now use their mowers. It was only natural, therefore, that Ransomes should recognise the demand that exists for more attractive accessories on the golf course. After all, golfers spend many hours of leisure at their clubs and a well-dressed course will help increase their enjoyment.

Rising to the challenge to brighten the world's golf courses, Ransomes have produced a wide range of accessories from "quick change" flags to tee markers. They offer attractive and colourful designs, "personalised" to a club's individual requirements, and made of longer-lasting materials of contemporary styles. The prices are very competitive and manufacture is by Ransomes in Scotland—the home of golf.

Nylon flags with built-in swivel-slip plastic tubes enable flags to be changed quickly. This revolutionary idea considerably lengthens the life of the flag. Personalised flags are available to order, carrying the club's badge, insignia or other motif.

Flag poles are made of white "flexite", while tee markers are colour-impregnated replicas of teed-up golf balls made of easy-to-see, resin-based "vistolite".

Direction and rule signs, which can be "personalised" also to requirements, are in clear black lettering on a white "vistolite" background.

The range includes bogey hole cups and markers for putting greens.

Full details and illustrated colour catalogue are available on request to Ransomes.